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The starting point of my contribute is a sculpture representing a standing Zeus in the Massimo 

Lancellotti collection at Rome: the head, the left arm and part of the right one are lost. The god 

wears tunica and the mantle: the diagonally draped mantle covers the body till the left shoulder; on 

the right, there is the Eagle, dear to the god1.  

This sculpture is similar to the image of Syrgastes, an ancient  Thraco-bytinian god, depicted on the 

coins of Tios in the southern coast of Pontus, from Domitianus (81-96 A.D.) to Gallienus (253-268 

A. D.); afterwards, the Syrgastes was assimilated to Zeus: this is the reason why the composition of 

the coin type recalls our statue2; some issues show the same situation as our sculpture: the Eagle on 

the right like in our case3.  

Our Zeus wears fine sandals, lingula type: it’s the sculpture of Zeus (159-138 B.C.), found near the 

temple of Hera at Pergamum, that wears the first example of this kind of footwear4. On his right, 

there is the Eagle.  

In the aforementioned Zeus at Pergamum, Margarete Bieber justly singled out the suggestion of 

chthonian Zeus by Agorakritous5, as further Georghios Despinis and Barbara Vierneisel-Schlörb 

developed6.  

The piece of this Roman collection is plausibly a “quotation” of the Zeus by Agorakritos, scholar of 

Phidias: the artist created it together with the Athena Ithonia at the sanctuary of Coronea (about 450 

B. C.). The structure evokes the Zeus at Dresden Museum, deriving from Agorakritos’s famous 

bronze. Even this work was inspired by a syncretistic spirit: in fact, Pausanias (IX, 34, 1) terms it 

Zeus and Strabo (IX, 2, 29) defines it Hades.  
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In our case, the artist “quotes” the statue of Zeus together with Athina Itonia in the sanctuary of 

Coronea by Agorakritos, who was Phidias’ protégé. The overall arrangement of the sculpture recalls 

the Zeus at Dresden Museum, descending from the bronze creation of the master of Paros7.  

In Rome, Attic tradition mingles with Asian eclecticism: near Hadrian’s Library at Athens the 

recent discovery of an analogous sculpture confirms the present analysis.  

The most persuasive comparanda are a series of reliefs held in the Archaeological Museum of 

Istanbul.  

A standing Zeus wears the mantle; in his right hand he holds the phiale and in his left  the spear: 

that’s why the epiclesis Dorios8. The frontal configuration of the figure and the folds of the drapery 

correspond to our sculpture except for the balance.  

Moreover, the relief of Zeus Chalazios sozon (saver from the hails) enriches our investigation of  

further clues: a phiale and a sceptre conspicuously identify the figure (in the identical order of our 

statue); the mantle falls down from the shoulder and the balance is different9. 

The  resemblance of the Zeus Massimo Lancellotti to the Zeus Kersoullos - depicted in an Asian 

relief at the Museum of Istanbul- is significant for the determination of his attributes: this latter 

Zeus wears a short sleeved tunica, his mantle crosses the bust; the lapel of this sculpture is similar 

to the our Zeus10: in his left hand, the god holds the sceptre; in the right one, the phiale. 

Interestingly, there is an amazing similarity with the stem Kersoullos (in Asia Minor context) and 

the word Axiokersos (in Thracian koiné): in mysterious language of the initiates at Samothrace the 

latter word corresponds to Hades/Zeus in the classical pantheon. In ancient Norwegian language the 

stem hjarsi, hjassi-close to *kersnos- means “crown of head”; this definition fits perfectly with the 

Zeus Kersoullos11! 

The Zeus Massimo Lancellotti, too, can be read in a chthonian key12: a like statuette of Serapis at 

the Museum of Hiraklion substantiates the present hypothesis. As a sign of the mutual 

iconographical exchanges between heavenly and inferior worlds the comparison with a statuette of 

Serapis clarifies the interpretation of Zeus Massimo Lancellotti13,  so that our statue now assumes 

polyvalent iconographical and cultic aspects14
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. The cult of Serapis in Rome is well attested from the 

first half of the I c. BC. 

Thus, our sculpture represents the convergence between two stratified cultures in Rome: 

successfully, the elements of Attic tradition are revised by Asian eclecticism. 
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